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My invention relates to the art of drilling 
wells, and, since it has a special utility When 
used in deep oil 'wells although it is applicable to 
other uses, the following description will be prin 
cipally directed to the use of the invention in oil 
wells. 
My invention relates to the art of drilling 

Wells and is particularly useful in drilling "Wells 
by the rotary system in which a string of drill 
pipe is rotated in the well by means of a rotary 
itable on the derrick floor above the Well. The 
lower end of the string of drill pipe carries a bit 
Which cuts or 'makeshofe' as it is rotated and 
rotary mud, a water suspension of clay or other 
finely divided 'Solid material, is pumped down 
through the drill pipe and through orifices in 
the bit near the bottom of the Well; the mud;then 
'flowing upwardly through the well outside the 
drill pipe, carrying the small particles of rock, or 
"cuttings of the bit, to the surface, the cuttings 
being then removed from the mud which is re 
'circulated. 

It is an object of my invention to provide a 
rotary reamer by which the hole made by the 
bit is enlarged in diameter by cutting away the 
Walls of the well. Rotary;reames are Well, known 
in the art. 

It is often desirable after casing, used to line 
the Wall of the well, has been set in place, and 
the lower end cemented, to ream for enlarge the 
diameter of the hole below the casing to.a-diam 
seter greater than the inside diameter of the: cas 
ing, this operation being known as “underream 
ing.' It is a further object of my invention to 
provide a rotary underreamer for this purpose. 3 
Rotary underreamers must be, and are now, SO 
made that the cutters thereof may be retracted 
:into such a position that the reamer may pass 
downwardly through the casing already Set in 
*the Well, then expanded to a position in which 
they will cut-the-wall of the wellitoa larger, diam 
eter than the inside diameter of the casing, and 
then retracted to their original position. So that 
the underreamer may be readily withdrawn up 
Wardly through the casing. Rotary underream 
sers that so operate are Well known in the art, 
and underreamers embodying my invention...have 
this old method of operation. 
My invention differs from those:now known in 

theart in that thecutters of underreamers em 
bodying my invention: (a) can be moved to an 
:expanded position by starting or increasing the 
flow of rotary mud through the drill pipe or to 
a retracted position by stopping or:reducing the 
rate of flow of said mud so that the position of 55 

O 

:5 

20 
jected to mud pressure. 

2 
the cutters with relation to the Wally of the well 
is at all times under control of the operator; (b) 
are each distinct and separate from the other 
cutters, the force with which each cutter is forced 
to cut the wall of the well being dependent solely 
upon rate of flow of the mud and quite inde 
pendent of the position; or condition of any other 
cutter. Since these cutters are. each independ 
ently impelled and each propelled outwardly by 
the full pressure of the mud, the number of scut 
ters can be multiplied, as many, as thirty-two 
cutters being used in a single undereamer. 
The results are accomplished by means of new 

methods of mounting and moving the cutters 
which may be briefly described as follows: each 
cutter is carried on the outer end of a piston-slid 
ing in a cylindrical opening in the body, of the 
reamer, the inner-end of the piston being. Sub 

The axis of the piston 
is in a direction passing through the wall of the 
..Well So that as the piston moves outwardly or 
away from the vertical axis, of the well the cut 
ters are forced into contact with and cut the 
tWall of the Well and thereby ream the hole. I 

25 prefer to use cutters of the rotary toothed type 

?45 

which , are old in the Eart but any other Well 
known form of cutter may, of course, be used. I 
prefer to use stems coaxial with the pistons and 
rigidly secured thereto which pass through the 
:Wall of the reamer body and which are provided 
"With means outside the body for limiting the out 
'Ward travel of the pistons. These stems add 
greatly to the strength and 'rigidity of the pis 
tons and, as far as I know, are new in the art. 
My invention further embodies a feature not 

found, to my knowledge, in the prior art in that 
I provide means for preventing the piston from 
turning about its axis in its cylindrical opening. 
More narrowly considered, the invention re 

-sides in certain constructional details hereinaf 
iter described or claimed or to be claimed. 

Certain features shown herein are shown and 
claimed in my application Serial No. 670,932, filed 
May 20, 1946, the device shown in said applica 
tion not being an underreamer but a simple 
treamer used to smooth and straighten the hole. 

Referring to the drawings, which are for illus 
trative purposes only, 

Fig.1 is a view, partly in section, of a reamer 
embodying my invention; 

Fig.2 is a section on a plane represented by the 
line:2-2 of Fig. 1, this plane being viewed in the 
(direction of the arrows adjacent the ends of that 
line; 
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Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of a cutter assem 
bly; 

Fig. 4 is a section on a plane represented by 
the line 4-4 of Fig. 2, this plane being viewed in 
the direction of the arrows adjacent the ends of 
that line; 

Fig. 5 is a view of a portion of the reamer, a 
portion thereof being shown in section on a 
plane represented by the line 5-5 of Fig. 3, this 
plane being viewed in the direction of the ar 
rows adjacent the ends of that line. In this 
view the cutter assembly is in expanded or max 
inum cutting position; and 

Fig. 6 is a view similar to Fig. 4 with the cut 
ter assembly in its retracted or minimum cut 
ting position. 
In my invention I may use the novel form of 

reamer shown in Figs. 1 to 6, inclusive. In the 
reamer shown in these drawings, I provide a body 
f0 of cylindrical shape which is provided at its up 
per end with a frusto-conical cavity f which is 
threaded to receive the pin 2 of a tool joint 3, in 
which drill pipe f4 is threaded. The body G is 
Somewhat Smaller than the internal diameter of a 
casing 5 which may be cemented in the bore 6 of 
a Well. The tool joint f3 has a central hole f7 
Which connects the interior 8 of the drill pipe 4 
With a central passageway 9 extending entirely 
through the body 0 of the reamer. 

Slidably freely within limits in the body () 
are a plurality of cutter assemblies 20 which may 
all be alike. Each section of the reamer may 
have eight cutter assemblies, and several sections 
Such as that shown in the drawings may be cou 
pled together to provide a reamer having sixteen 
Or more cutter assemblies 20. Each cutter as 
Sembly consists of a piston 2 which is cylin 
drical about the axis 22-22 of a cylindrical cavity 
23 in the body O. A cutter recess 24 of a shape 
best shown in Fig. 2 is cut transversely in the 
Outer end of the piston 2 f, leaving two bearing 
members 25. A pin 26 passes through the bear 
ing members 25 and carries a cutter 30. The 
cutter may be provided with teeth 27, as best 
shown in Fig. 2, or it may have teeth of any other 
Shape now used in similar reamers. In a recess 
in the Wall of the cavity 23 I place outer pack 
ing rinºs 28, now known as “O-rings” and in gen 
eral use in hydraulic installations. These o-rings 
allow the piston 21 to slide along the axis 
22-22 and prevent fluid from passing between 
the Outer wall of the piston 2? and the inner 
Wall of the cavity 23. Preferably former integral 
ly with the piston 2 f is a cylindrical stop 
3 and a tail bolt 32. The tail bolt passes through 
a hole 33 connecting the cavity 23 with a similar 
cavity 34 coaxial with the cavity 23, inner O-rin rs 
35 being placed in the wall of the hole 33. 
The inner O-rins 35 prevent fluid from es 
caping through the hole 33 around the bolt 
32. Threaded on the outer end of the bolt 32 
is a nut 36 which is held against rotation on 
the bolt 32 by a cotter pin 37. 
The nut 36 limits the distance the cutter as 

Sembly 20 can move out of the body 0, and the 
stop 3 limits the distance the assembly 20 can 
move into the body 0, the total movement being 
indicated by the dimension a shown in Fig. 6. 
With the cutter assembly in its retracted posi 

tion as shown in Fig. 6, only a few of the teeth 
of the cutter 30 project beyond the body 0, and 
in the expanded position of the cutter assembly 
as Shown in Figs. 2 and 4, these teeth have moved 
outwardly through the radial distance a. 

5 
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4. 
the piston 2 are four wings 40 which fit in slots 
4 formed in the body ?o and best shown in Fig. 
5. These wings 40 are separated by a distance 
b, which is a little in excess of the diameter of 
the pin 26, which may be inserted in and with 
drawn from the bearings 25 through this space. 
The Wings 40 are cut away at an angle, as shown 
at 42 in Fig. 4, so that if the reamer is pulled 
upwardly into the casing 5 the cutter assembly 
will be forced out of its expanded position, as 
shown in Fig. 4, into its retracted position, as 
shown in Fig. 6. Similarly, if the reamer is 
lowered into a small hole slightly larger than the 
body fo, the cutter assemblies will be forced into 
their retracted position. The parts are so pro 
portioned that with the cutter assembly in its 
extreme expanded position the pin 26 is inside 
the recess 23, being held from moving farther 
outwardly by the nut 36. Upon loosening the 
nut, the piston 2 may be moved far enough out 
of the body fo to enable the pin 26 to be with 
drawn to replace the cutter 30. 
Formed on the bottom of the body O, as 

shown in Fig. 1, is a conical threaded pin 59, 
which is similar to the tool joint pin f2 and upon 
which a bit may be secured, the bit being fed 
with circulating drilling mud through the passage 
9, the reanner when so used above the bit ream 

ing the hole as fast as the bit cuts it. When 
used without a bit, that is, when used simply 
for reaming and straightening a previously drilled 
hole, a conical end 5 may be Secured on 
the pin 50. This end 5 ?i carries a bushing 52 
having a hole 53 considerably smaller than the 
passage 9. The purpose of the Small hole 53 
is to cause pressure to build up in the passage 
9 due to constriction of flow in the hole 53. 
Many bits have similar constricted openings 
which tend to also build up pressure, and, if 
not, the opening through which mud flows to the 
bit may be constricted by a bushing (not shown), 
The passage 9 is first drilled through the body 

f0, and as the cavities 23 are formed they inter 
sect the passage 9 so that the space below the 
piston 2 f and between the O-rings 28 and 35 
is always in open communication with the pas 
sage 9. If, by constricting the flow of fluid be 
low the reamer, pressure is built up in the pas 
Sage 9 greater than the pressure of the fluid 
surrounding the body 0, the piston forces each 
cutter assembly outwardly from the retracted 
position shown in Fig. 6 toward the expanded 
position shown in Figs. 2 and 4, this outward 
movement being limited by contact of the cutter 
30 with the Wall of the well, or where the well 
has been reamed to maximum diameter by the 
nut 36. 
The reamer is put in operation by suspending 

the drill pipe f4 from the derrick and attaching 
the body 0 to the tool joint pin f2 on the bottom 
of the drill pipe. The bit, or conical, end 5 is 
then screwed onto the bottom of the body f. 
There being no fluid flowing through the passage 
19, each of the cutter assemblies 2D can be readily 
pushed into retracted position, as shown in Fig. 6, 
and the reamer can be readily lowered through 
the casing 5 until the reamer is below the lower 
end of this casing. The drill pipe is then rotated 
and the mud pump is started and mud flows 
downwardly through the drill pipe f4 and through 
the central passage 9 in the body fo. This flow 
being restricted below the reamer, pressure builds 
up in the passage 9, and this pressure is trans 
mitted equally and uniformly to all of the pistons 

Preferably formed integrally with or welded to 75 21, forcing them all outwardly with equal force 
  



? 
until the cutters' 30 bear on the inner wall of the 
well and roll thereon, cutting this walliby the ac 
tion of the teeth on the cutters' 30, in a manner 
well known in the drilling art in which such 
toothed drilling cutters have long been used in 
'drilling bits. The reamer is slowly lowered in the 
well, and - each cutter progressively from top to 
bottom acts to cutor break off material from the 
Walls until the maximum diameter' of well bore is 
produced, when the upper cutters are rendered 
inop8rative, further outward travel being stopped 
by the nuts 36. When the reamer is removed 
from the Well, the teeth of the lower cutters 2 
will be found to be blunted or worn. If the upper 
Cutters are found to be without such wear, this is 
an indication that the hole has been treamed to 
maximum diameter. If all the cutters are found 
to be equally worn, it is equally obvious that a full 
hole has not been cut, but with a two-section 
reanner, or With Sixteen cutter's above.thebit, the 
reanner will usually tream more hole than any of 
the present bits will make, and there' will."ordi 
'narily be very little wear on the cutters of the 
upper reamersection. 
When it is desired to remove the greamer:from 

the hole, rotation and circulation of fluid is 
stopped, and there is now no pressure forcing the 
cutter assemblies 20 outwardly. As the reamer 
senters the casing 5, each cutter assembly 20 is 
forced back into the body by the inclined surfaces 
42 of the wings -40, striking the casing 5 or the 
Wall of the well just below the "casing, and the 
treamer moves freely in its upward trip through 
the casing. 
As soon as the reamer emerges from the Well, 

, the cutters 2 are inspected for Wear, and any 
'cutters showing undue wear are:replaced with the 
treamer hanging in place. The replacement of 
a cutter involves removing the cotter pin 37 and 
backing the nut off to allow the cutterhead to be 
moved out far - enough to allow the ipin 26 to be 
removed, thus releasing the worn cutter 2. A 
sharp cutter is then put in place and a new pin is 

* supplied. The nut:86 is then. Screwed. hOme, ithe 
cotter pin 3 is replaced, and the reamer is ready 
for another trip into the hole. The cutters 29 
and pins 36 will show. considerable wear and must 
be frequently replaced, but none of the other 
parts except the bushing 53, which tends to be cut 
by high Velocity mud, will wear materially: over 
long periods of use. 
Every drill bit with which I am familiar tends 

to wear away on its outer edges with us and thus 
tends to progressively produce a bore of smaller 
diameter. A hole that starts with a new bit:at Six 
inches in diameter. Soon shrinks to five and; one 
half inches as the bit wears away, the bit other 
wise continuing to make hole at a satisfactory 
rate. If enough sections. of my...reamer are used 
'to have a few of the upper cutters performing no 
duty, regardless of the inevitable wear, of the bit, 
the hole above the reamer will be of uniform di 
iameter, and this diameter will be ten to lifteen 
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itype in which a body: attached to a drillingistring 
'composed of sections of drill pipe is rotated by 
said string and carries: acutter or cutters which 
may be expanded and pushed outwardly to con 
tact and cut the: wall of the well or retracted and 
pulled in Wardly to a position which allows the un 

s derreamer što ºbe withdrawn through casing of 
:Smaller diameter than the hole produced below 
:the casing by the treamer, the combination of: 
*Such abody having a circulation channel through 
-Which a liquid such as rotary mud may be forced 
: downwardly from the drill pipe, said:liquid flow 
-ing upwardly at a reduced pressure through the 
space between the body and the wall of the well, 
Said-body having a cylindrical bore therein which 
is in "Open communication. With said, circulation 

• (hannel, the axis of said bore passing through 
the wall of the Well when said body is in Working 
position therein; a piston, which is free to move 

: along the axis-of said bore, said piston being so 
'placed in said bore that it tends to prevents said 
'liquid from "escaping from said channel and 
through said bore into the well; a cutter spindle 
-' carried by the oute end of said piston; and a 
toothed cutter free to revolve on said spindle, 
*Said spindle being so placed with relation to said 
piston that the teath of said cutter are forced into 
'cutting relation to the wall of the well when said 
piston moves along said axis toward said wall. 

2. In an underreamer for use in wells of the 
itype in which a body-attached to a drilling string 
composed of Sections of drill pipe is rotated by 
said string and carries a cutter or cutters which 
maybe. expanded-and pushed. Outwardly to con 
tact agadout the Wall of the well, or retracted and 
pulledinwardly to a position which allows the un 
lderreamer to be withdrawn through it casing of 
smaller - diaméter than the hole produced below 
the casing by the 'reamer, the combination of: 

40 such a body having a circulation channel through 
which a liquid such as rotary mud may be forced 
downwardly from the drill pipe, said liquid flow 
ing upWardly at a reduced pressure through the 
Space between the body and the wall of the well, 

45 said body having a cylindrical bore therein which 
is in open communication with said circulation 
channel, the axis of said bore passing through 
the-Wall of the well when said: body is in working 
position therein; a piston which is free to move 

:50 along the axis of said bore, said piston being so 
placed in Said bore that it tends to prevent said 
"liquid from escaping from said channel and 
through said bore into the well; a stem attached 
to Said piston and concentric with the axis of said 

553 piston, said stem i extending in fiuid-tight rela 
tionship through an opening in the wall of said 
body, said opening being : concentric with the 
taxis; of Said bore, and extending through the wall 
iOf the body in a direction: axially opposite to said 

160 bore; fastering means on the outer end of said 

per cent greater than, the maximum diameter cuË 65 noveSalong Said axis toward said wall. . by the bit. This results in a Snooth hole of: uni 
form and greater diameter than the inside of the 
casing f 5. 
One great advantage of my realmer is that it 

can be used to rean upwardly. In other words, 
it can be dropped to the bottom of a small hole 
and, when rotated during its travel in an upward 
direction, will ream hole to maximum diameter 
back to the casing 5. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In an underreamer for use in Wells of the 

Sten of larger diameter than said stem and said 
stem: opening; and a cutter carried by said piston 
and So placed that said cutter is forced against 
:and cuts the wall of the well when said piston 

3. In an underreamer for use in Wells of the 
type in Which a body attached to a drilling string 
composed of sections of drill pipe is rotated by 
Said String and carries a cutter or cutters which 

70 may be expanded and pushed outwardly to con 
tact and cut the wall of the well or retracted and 
pulled in Wardly to a position which allows the 
underreamer to be withdrawn through casing of 
Smaller diameter than the hole produced below 

75 the casing by the reamer, the combination of: 
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such a body having a circulation channel through 
which a liquid such as rotary mud may be forced 
downwardly from the drill pipe, said liquid flow 
ing upwardly at a reduced pressure through the 
space between the body and the Wall of the Well; 
said body having a cylindrical bore therein which 
is in open communication with said circulation 
channel, the axis of said bore passing through 
the wall of the Well when said body is in Working 
position therein; a piston which is free to move 
along the axis of said bore, said piston being SO 
placed in said bore that it tends to prevent Said 
liquid from escaping from Said channel and 
through said bore into the Well; a stem attached 
to Said piston and concentric With the axis of Said 
piston, said stem extending in fluid-tight rela 
tionship through an opening in the Wall of Said 
body, said opening being concentric With the axis 
of said bore and extending through the Wall of the 
body in a direction axially opposite to said bore; 
fastening means on the outer end of said Stem of 
larger diameter than said stem and said stem 
opening; a cutter Spindie carried by the outer end 
of said piston; and a toothed cutter free to revolve 
on said spindle, said Spindle being so placed with 
relation to Said piston that the teeth of said 
cutter are forced into cutting relation to the wal 
of the Well When said piston moves along Said 
axis toward said wall. 

4. In an underreamer for use in wells of the : 

5 

O 

type in which a body attached to a drilling string 
composed of Sections of drill pipe is rotated by 
Said string and carries a cutter or cutters which 
may be expanded and pushed outwardly to con 
tact and cut the wall of the well or retracted and 
pulled inwardly to a position which allows the 
underreamer to be Withdrawn through casing of 
Smaller diameter than the hole produced below 
the casing by the reamer, the combination of: 
Such a body having a circulation channel through , 
which a liquid Such as rotary mud may be forced 
downwardly from the drill pipe, said liquid flow 
ing upwardly at a reduced pressure through the 
Space between the body and the Wall of the well, 
Said body having a cylindrical bore therein which 
is in open communication. With Said circulation 
channel, the axis of Said bore passing through 
the wall of the Well when Said body is in Working 
position therein; a piston which is free to move 
along the axis of Said bore, Said piston being SO 
placed in Said bore that it tends to prevent Said 
liquid from escaping from Said channel and 
through said bore into the Well, a member So 
placed as to prevent Said piston from turning 
about the axis of Said piston in Said bore but 
which allows the piston to side freely therein; 
a stem attached to said piston and concentric 
With the axis of Said piston, Said Sten extending 
in fluid-tight relationship through an opening in 
the wall of said body, said opening being concen 
tric with the axis of said bore and extending 
through the wall of the body in a direction axially 
opposite to said bore; fastening means on the 
outer end of said stem of larger diameter than 
said stem and said stem opening; and a cutter 
carried by said piston and So placed that Said 

55 
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cutter is forced against and cuts the wall of the 
well when said piston moves along Said axis 
toward Said wall. 

5. In an underreamer for use in wells of the 
type in which a body attached to a drilling string 
composed of sections of drill pipe is rotated by 
said string and carries a cutter or cutters which 
may be expanded and pushed outwardly to con 
tact and cut the Wall of the well or retracted and 
pulled inwardly to a position which allows the 
underreamer to be withdrawn through casing of 
Smallel diameter than the hole produced below 
the casing by the reamer, the combination of: 
Such a body having a circulation channel through 
which a liquid such as rotary mud may be forced 
downwardly from the drill pipe, said liquid flow 
ing upwardly at a reduced pressure through the 
space between the body and the wall of the well; 
said body having a cylindrical bore therein which 
is in open communication with said circulation 
channel, the axis of said bore passing through 
the Wall of the well when said body is in working 
position therein; a piston which is free to move 
along the axis of Said bore, said piston being SO 
placed in Said bore that it tends to prevent Said 
liquid from escaping from Said channel and 
through said bore into the well; a member so 
placed as to prevent Said piston from turning 
about the axis of said piston in Said bore but 
which allows the piston to slide freely therein; 
a stem attached to said piston and concentric 
With the axis of Said piston, Said Sten extending 
in fluid-tight relationship through an opening in 
the wall of Said body, Said opening being con 
centric With the axis of Said bore and extending 
through the wall of the body in a direction axially 
opposite to said bore; fastening means on the 
outer end of said stem of larger diameter than 
Said Stein and said stem opening; a cutter Spindle 
carried by the outer end of Said piston; and a 
toothed cutter free to revolve on Said spindle, 
said spindle being so placed With relation to said 
piston that the teeth of Said cutter are forced 
into cutting relation to the wall of the Well when 
Said piston moves along Said axis to Ward Said 
Wall. 
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